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See you in Greece.

ISLANDS
The Greek islands, in all shapes and sizes,
are scattered in the Aegean and Ionian Seas, in
groups known as the Ionian Islands, the North
Aegean Islands, the Cyclades, the Sporades, Evia
and the Dodecanese; last but not least, Crete is
the southernmost and biggest single island in the
country.
Each Greek Island has a special atmosphere.
Depending on your heart’s desire you can find
cosmopolitan or low-key islands; islands known
as water & extreme sports destinations; islands
preferred by art lovers; islands famous for their
intense night life; and islands suitable for a quiet relaxing holiday without the crowds. Escape
the hustle and bustle of the city and visit a lesser-known Greek island; enjoy the serenity of nature, the blue sea and the bright Greek sunlight in
a laid-back holiday style.
The most popular islands, preferred by
travellers year after year, are Mykonos and
Santorini, in the Cyclades group, and they are
among the top-rated bucket list destinations
for millions of travellers. Visitors looking for a
more relaxing holiday, can try islands like
Tinos, Amorgos and Antiparos in the Cyclades,
Aegean sea. Another volcanic island with an
exotic beauty and white lunar-like rocks is
Milos. The sea caves in Sarak-iniko and Kleftiko
are washed by deep blue wa-ters, creating
mesmerising land & seascapes. Kli-ma,
Emborios and Mandrakia are three beautiful
seaside villages that are absolutely worthseeing. Last but not least, the early Christian
catacombs are a striking must-visit site.

Irakleia,
Schoinousa,
Donousa
and
Koufonisia... these small islands and the
uninhabit-ed Keros Island form the pictureperfect group of the Minor Eastern Cyclades.
Golden sandy shores washed by pellucid
turquoise waters, sheltered coves, amazing
geological formations, white cube-shaped little
houses with flower beds in their yards, openhearted people, delicious lo-cal products, fish
fresh off the sea, and a relaxed pace of life.
Just a breath away from the Asia Minor coast,
in the North and North-East part of the
Aegean Sea, there are five big islands, Ikaria,
Samos, Limnos, Lesvos, and Chios, and four
smaller islands, Agios Efstratios, Fournoi, Psara,
and Oinousses, which offer the traveller an
unforgettable holiday. Green hillsides, beaches
with clear crystal waters, traditional villages, and
a rich history portrayed in the museums of the
Islands, wait to be discovered.

Must-visit Greek
Destinations
To most visitors, Greece is a country of beautiful islands, the homeland of a great
culture and a long history, picture-perfect towns and villages, and great food. It’s a
destination that provides travellers numerous options for having a great time.
The diversity of its land and seascapes, its incredible culture and history, the long
list of land and water activity options, and the famed hospitality of the locals that is
embedded in the Greek DNA: these are the reasons that will make travellers want
to visit and come back for more!

MAINLAND
Greece, however, is not all about islands; there
are beautiful destinations to explore on the mainland, too. It offers p l enty o f o p tions f or a c l assic
Mediterranean holiday! You’ll find u n spoilt fi sh ing
villages full of tranquil charm or a fulfilling citybreak.
The Peloponnese, for example, is a region
with beautiful beaches and coves, washed by
the Aegean and Ionian Seas, impressive
monuments and archaeological sites like
Ancient Olympia (to the west - the birthplace of
the Olympic Games), and Mystras (to the south)
– a fortified medieval town with the ruins of
dozens of little churches & houses. These are
two UNESCO World Heritage Sites that are
absolutely worth visiting.

Epirus, on the other hand, lies in NW
Greece, between the Pindos mountain range
and the Io-nian Sea. Its untouched mountainous
mass of Pin-dos with its great virgin forests, the
Dragon Lakes (the mythical mountain lakes)
and the untamed slopes provide a plethora of
There’s much to be said for the eastern
activities (mountain-eering, climbing, ski, hiking,
shores of the Peloponnese, too, their charm and
mountain biking etc.) in a scenery of singular
the options they offer to visitors are well-worth
beauty, as well as the riv-ers of Epirus which
exploring. Porto Heli, for instance, is a
offer other activities such as kayak, rafting,
destination loved by boat owners and sailing
canoeing
etc.
Arachtos
especially,
is
lovers. There are classy resorts & villas, and it’s
considered as one of the most beautiful and
a place with an aristocrat-ic flair – it is, after all,
challenging
rivers
for
kayaking,
while
a favourite holiday destina-tion for royalty.
Voidomatis runs through the impressive Vikos
There are beautiful beaches and coves where
Gorge.
travellers will enjoy swimming and their
favourite water sports; the area is perfect for
Pay a visit to Zagorochoria, a group of 46
family trips, too.
Further to the south is vil-lages located all over the slopes of the
Messinia, the land of olive groves, famous for its mountains. In close proximity, you can find Vikos
top-quality virgin olive oil, a product renowned Canyon, the second deepest in the world, with
the world over. Travellers in search of the perfect an ecosystem of 1.700 plants and 182 animals.
site to relax and enjoy their holidays with their Cross the historic stone bridges of Epirus, where
families can head to Costa Navarino, a five-star legends and local traditions leave their mark on
resort, run according to the principles of these architectural masterpieces of superb
environmental sustainability, and set in a craftsmanship. Explore Dodoni, the place
breathtaking location; there are two hotels, a where the famous oracle used to be in ancient
very big spa and thalassotherapy centre, four times, pay a visit at the famous Theater of
golf courses and a variety of restaurants to Dodoni, the largest in antiquity.
choose from.

The allure of Athens
A city by the sea

Athens, Attica is a microcosm of Greece. The region’s natural landscape has it
all, from mountains to beaches, and the city itself is a vibrant European capital. The
juxta-position of ancient monuments and modern landmarks is breathtaking.
Travellers can find and do practically anything here.

Neighbourhoods
The city of Athens has many lovely neighbourhoods around the historic centre. The heart of the
historic centre is Plaka neighbourhood, east of the
Acropolis. Walk through the narrow backstreests
lined with houses and mansions. You will pass by
ancient monuments, big and small churches, true
masterpieces of Byzantine art and architecture, as
well as remnants of the Ottoman period. There are
also some interesting museums, lots of picturesque
tavernas, cafés, bars, as well as shops selling souvenirs and traditional Greek products. Next, head to
nearby Monastiraki, an area with narrow streets and
small buildings where the city’s traditional bazaar is
held. Close to it is Psyrri, a traditional neighbourhood
which during the past few years has evolved into a
hub of the city’s nightlife, with scores of bars, tavernas, ouzo tavernas, clubs, etc.
Around Syntagma Square, where the Greek
Parliament is, there are more than 2,500 shops of
all kinds, which surround Ermou St. (the city’s bestknown commercial street). To the West lies Athinas
St., where the foodstuff commerce is to be found,
and the fragrance of spices wafts in the air. You will
also go by the neoclassical mansions of the Town
Hall, the Municipal Market (where fresh meat, fish
and vegetables are sold) and Kotzia Square. The
picturesque neighbourhoods of Makrigianni (close
to the Acropolis and the Acropolis Museum), Petralona, Thiseion, Kerameikos and Metaxourgeio, as
well as Gazi and Exarcheia districts add to the city’s
special atmosphere. There, you’ll find popular Greek
tavernas, souvlaki eateries as well as ethnic or multiculti cuisine spots. A connoisseur will discover a
number of international Michelin starred restaurants.
In Kolonaki, which is considered to be the posh
area of the centre of Athens, you will find many shops
selling high-end brands and haute couture, modern
restaurants, bars and cafés, while it is worthwhile
to take a stroll through the central streets with their
art déco, art nouveau and interwar period buildings.

The capital of Greece is also the Greek capital of
entertainment. You’re looking for bars and clubs that
will be open till the following morning even on week
nights? You feel like romancing in the moonlight by a
worldwide famous monument? You can experience
all that and much more while you discover nightlife in
Athens.
A great idea would also be to visit some of Athens’ exceptional modern architectural landmarks
and cultural attractions—such as the National Gallery,
the National Museum of Contemporary Art, the Benaki Museum, and the cultural centres of the Niarchos
and Onassis Foundations—because Athens is also
the epicentre of contemporary Greek culture. A day
cruise to the islands of the Saronic Gulf is highly recommended, as Athens is truly a city by the sea, and
the distances are short.

Athens Riviera
Within a short distance from the city centre, the
Athens Riviera is a fantastic, one-of-a-kind destination: 70 km of coastline in South Attica, stretching
from the port of Piraeus to the Temple of Poseidon
at Cape Sounio. It is one of Attica’s key assets and it
attracts investors, tourists, leading dining and hospitality brands, digital nomads, and people from around
the world. The Ellinikon regeneration project will transform the Athens coastline forever and upgrade the
entire area. There is a range of key marine tourism
happenings and other special events that take place
in the area, to promote various kinds of city tourism
and showcase Attica’s many extraordinary corners.

Piraeus
Piraeus, has all the charm of a port city but is
also developing rapidly, with important infrastructure
and regeneration projects including the new tram
and the renovation of Mikrolimano. The cultural
heart of the city beats at the Municipal Theatre of
Piraeus, a beau-tiful neoclassical building constructed
in the 1880s and recently renovated. Make sure you
take a walk on the picturesque Kastella hill; you will
get some fine views of the sea below.

Culture, Good Food and
Shopping: a city that has it all!

Thessaloniki

Elegant and refined, the Greek ‘Lady of the North’
is a modern vivacious city which welcomes visitors
eager to learn about its history and culture, and at
the same time have fun, relax, go shopping or
sim-ply explore the cityscape by the sea.
Thessaloniki boasts twenty-three centuries of
fascinating histo-ry evident in the monuments and
its architecture, a history which has deeply
influenced the local cuisine as well; and you can get
a glimpse of it all even if you stay in the city only for
a few hours.

Take a stroll around
The locals and visitors’ favourite promenade
is the one right next to the waterfront facing
Thermaikos Gulf. A walk by the 4km seafront
early in the day or in the evening is very
enjoyable as the whole area has been
reconstructed and new theme parks have
been built along Nea Paralia area, with
fountains and impressive sculptures such as the
eye-catching ‘Umbrellas’ by Zongol-opoulos.
A walk in Kastra [meaning Castle] has a
charm of its own as the old fortified city walls
remain in good shape along the old town
perimeter; from this location, the city view is
amazing. In the Old Town (the Upper part) you
will see the traditional old houses, the Byzantine
Bath house (the only one of its kind still standing),
as well as some great cafés and restaurants with
an old times atmosphere.

Go shopping
Thessaloniki is a great choice for your
shopping. The main shopping streets are
Tsimiski St. and Mitropoleos St. and the streets
crossing them. Visit also Aristotelous Sq. and
Aristotelous St. where you will see street vendors
selling their merchandise next to shops, cafés, ouzo
tavernas and monuments.
A visit to Modiano and Kapani roofed
arcades is recommended! These are the
biggest market places in town where ample

from the shopping spree though, you can also enjoy
a coffee break or a meal in the traditional tavernas
here, in the old part of town.

Sample food and entertainment
Thessaloniki’s culinary tradition is something locals take very seriously. The city’s tavernas, restaurants and pastry shops have quite a reputation for
their tasty dishes and creations. The old Ladadika
district located by the town’s west gate is famed for
the culinary delights offered in eateries and bars –
some of them with live music – housed in the renovated old shops lining the brick-laid alleys of the area.
Recently built eating places are located in the vicinity of the Stock Exchange Square [Plateia Chrimatistiriou]; they line the narrow streets that cross or
are parallel to Iasonidou St. and Ermou St. Here, you
can taste mouthwatering local dishes or enjoy your
drink in bars and night clubs until the wee hours.

Enjoy culture and art
Apart from local culinary delights, shopping and
entertainment options, Thessaloniki is where you can
go on a memorable cultural spree. It is a city boasting 35 museums and 12 galleries, and the numbers are impressive in proportion to the population.
Contemporary art has had a home here since 1979,
when Alexandros Iolas, a renowned Greek collector, has donated his collection of Andy Warhol, Max
Ernst, Max Beckmann, Fluxus and other works of art
to the Macedonian Museum of Contemporary Art.
Visit the Archaeological Museum, the singular Museum of Byzantine Culture, the modern White Tower
Museum, the Archaeological Museum of the Ancient
(Roman) Forum and the palace of Galerius, the Folklife & Ethnological Museum of Macedonia – Thrace, the impressive Byzantine churches of Agia Sofia
and Agios Dimitrios, Alaca Imaret Mosque, Yeni Tzami
[New Mosque], Eleftheria Square where the Jewish
Holocaust Monument stands, the Arch of Galerius
(a.k.a. Kamara) and take a couple of pictures by the
statue of Alexander the Great next to the seafront.

UNESCO World
Heritage Sites
in Greece
18 precious properties on the list
Greece has been a crossroads of civilisations
& cultures that left their trace in many ways on the
architecture, the culture, the everyday life practices, the arts and customs across the country. You
can come in contact with this impressive mosaic
through trips into historical, cultural and artistic sites.
Here’s the list of famous Greek Monuments included in UNESCO’s World Heritage Sites.
The first monument in Greece which was included on this list was the Temple of Apollo Epicurius in the Peloponnese (1986) and the last one
was the Archaeological Site of Philippi (2017), a
city founded by King Philip II, the father of Alexander the Great, in Macedonia.

Mystras, near Sparta, the Archaeological site of
Olympia (the birthplace of the Olympic Games),
and the Archaeological sites of Mycenae and
Tiryns, the legendary prehistoric cities whose
kings lead the Trojan War.
Head North in Thessaly, for a trip to Meteora, an awe-inspiring place of centuries-old monasteries perched on sheer sky-high sandstone
rocks. In Macedonia, explore the Paleochristian
and Byzantine monuments of Thessaloniki;
Mount Athos, where the exceptional Byzantine
and more recent monasteries are surrounded by
pristine nature; and the Archaeological site of
Aigai, the capital of Ancient Macedonia (modern-day Vergina).

The Acropolis, the world-renowned archaeological site in Athens, Attica needs no reference.
Next, visit the Monastery of Daphni in Attica and
the Archaeological site of Delphi, the great ancient Oracle of god Apollo, as well as Osios Loukas Monastery, in Central Greece.

In the Aegean Sea area, take a trip to the Medieval city of Rhodes, a magnificent fortified medieval town of the Knights of St John; the Archaeological site of Delos, the ancient Greek religious
centre in the archipelago, the Archaeological site
of Heraion on Samos Island, Nea Moni Monastery of Chios Island, the Historic centre (Chora),
with the Monastery of Saint John the Theologian and the Cave of the Apocalypse on Patmos
Island, a major landmark for all Christianity.

In the Peloponnese, you have a variety of monuments to explore, such as the Sanctuary of Asklepios at Epidaurus, the Archaeological site of

In the Ionian Sea, the Old Town of Corfu is a
picture-perfect medieval town, whose forts were
created by Venetians.

Wine Routes in Greece
The tradition of wine-making is a long and
rich one in Greece. Wine – the gift o f t he
Greek god Dionysus - is associated not only
with the nutritional habits of Greeks, but
also with popular traditions connected
with the Greek cultural heritage.

wines produced in limited quantities, some

Much like silk back in the old times, winemaking, too, follows particular routes which
pass through the major grapevine regions
and wineries. Along these routes, visitors
are invited to sample local organically grown

euphoria captivates all senses. Accommo-

of which have won awards in international
competitions. They can enjoy a tour of the
green vineyards and taste new or older labels in the cellars of the well-tended local
wineries, where wine aromas fill the air and
dation is available in small traditional guest
houses and information is provided on the
viticultural methods and the local fermentation procedures for making wine.

Did you know?
Homer says that Ulysses admired
the King’s vineyard on Corfu Island, where there were designated
areas for sun-drying grapes and
grape-stomping. Hesiod (Greek poet
- 8th century BC) gives detailed information about the grape-stomping
technique in Viotia area while others
make favourable comments on the
sun-dried wine of Siatista.

Sweet wines
Sun-dried sweet wines are produced in many
Greek areas. Taste the worldwide famous Vinsanto from Santorini Island, made by blending the
Assyrtiko and Aidani local varieties. It’s a luscious
sweet wine produced from sun-dried grapes and
aged for at least three years.

Wine lovers will no doubt find among the
top-quality Greek dessert wines the one that is
perfect to their palate. And for those who look
for the right pairing of wine and food, —whether
it’s an exotic dish or a special last course, Greek
dessert wines will offer a memorable tasting experience, one that must be re-lived!

Greek Cuisine

Superfoods Made in Greece

Authentic flavours

The Greek Cuisine is based on special
and sometimes unique quality products,
with only a couple of secrets: quality fresh
ingredients, fine flavourings, the famous
Greek virgin olive oil and simple recipes!
The unique tastes of Greece will offer you
many culinary surprises during your stay in
the country. Contrary to common belief, you
will discover that Greek cuisine is not only
moussaka, souvlaki and Greek (choriatiki) salad, but has a wide variety of dishes
that can meet the culinary demands of both
meat-eaters and vegetarians. This is, after
all, the country that gave birth to symposia
and the Epicurean philosophers. It was, in
fact, Archestratos who, in 330 B.C., wrote the
first cookbook in history, and reminded us
that the culinary practice is a sign of civilisation, one that dates back over 4,000 years.

What makes Greece a top culinary destination is the variety and top-quality products. The ingredients used in some recipes
have been passed down from generation to
generation. In the last few years, local chefs
have reinvented Greek cuisine by adding
their personal twist to traditional dishes.
Athens is a top destination for street food,
where you can savour an appealing meal
24/7.
Greece is one of the oldest wine-producing country where you can explore
multiple wine roads (on the mainland and
islands), stop by exceptional wineries, stay
in excellent guest rooms, see wonderful
landscapes, enjoy outdoor activities, visit
archaeological sites and taste organic &
local grape varieties.

Olive Oil

Chios Mastic

Greece is one of the world’s leading producers of
olive oil and among the top exporters of virgin olive
oil. The benefits of this product on human health
have been known since antiquity. Homer referred to
olive oil as the “liquid gold” and Hippocrates [the father of western medicine] elaborated on its healing
effects on various ailments. It is loaded with antioxidants, and it’s considered a valuable component of
a balanced diet!

The famous and unique Chios Mastic Gum, is
also a PDO product, exclusively produced in the
southern part of Chios Island in the Aegean Sea,
which has been named a natural remedy by the
European Medicines Agency (E.M.A.). It is highly aromatic and sweet and it is used in sweets and
everyday dishes.

Honey

The “red gold”, as it is referred to, due to the colour of the purple flower strands, is grown in the
area of Kozani, Macedonia. You can find Crocus
(the Greek saffron) in threads or in powder.

Honey was the first – and for quite some time –
the only sweetener Greeks used in their diet. From
ancient times to the present day, honey has remained the most nutritious quality sweetener. Honey’s components, such as minerals, vitamins, natural sugars, antioxidants etc., benefit our health and
taste buds every single time we taste it!

Teas and Infusions with Herbs
A large variety of herbs grow in various parts of
Greece. They are considered by locals as a natural
remedy and have been used, since antiquity, mainly
as pain-killers. Among the most renowned are the
Greek Mountain Tea (sideritis clandestina), chamomile tea and Dittany.

Avgotaracho of Messolonghi
Avgotaracho, the Greek Bottarga is a PDO
Product, a delicacy made from the mass of eggs
of the female grey mullet, which lives in great numbers in the waters of the Messolonghi Lagoon.
This delicious gourmet food, with its amber colour,
is highly nutritious thanks to the omega-3 fatty acids it contains

Crocus from Kozani

Capers
The caper shrub grows mainly on the rocky
grounds of the Cyclades Islands. The low in calories
caper buds, with their briny taste of the sea, can be
mixed in salads or other dishes. Ancient Greeks used
to eat capers as an appetizer. Pedanius Dioscorides
(an ancient Greek physician) used caper leaves and
roots for their anti-inflammatory effects

Sultanas
Corinthian sultanas and currants are products
of the Greek land that date back to antiquity and
their nutritional value is known across the world.
The Peloponnese region, particularly the Corinth
area, is considered the birthplace of this unique,
sweet product, which is used in traditional cooking and baking (PDO Corinthian Currant). The
Zante currant produced on Zakynthos Island is
also a PDO product.
The great taste of this food is well-matched
with its high nutritional value.

Activities
Greece is blessed with picturesque landscapes that make an ideal destination for all kinds of sports.
The country’s natural beauty, exceptional culture and history, is the ideal
destination for the outdoorsy: hiking, scuba diving, rafting, sea kayaking, canyoning, rock climbing, golf, sailing, mountain biking, spelunking (caving); you
name it, Greece has it!

Climbing

Diving

Greece is on the rise as a hot rock-climbing destination. The mild climate helps visitors enjoy this
sport throughout the year.

There are diving destinations in Greece that
are very popular because of the amazing seabed below and the colourful sea creatures that
live there.

The rugged terrain and the variety of geological formations offer a w orld o f o pportunities t o
rock-climbing lovers, whatever their level of expertise.
Kalymnos Island in the Dodecanese is
well-known for having some of the most
spectacular rock formations in the whole world
(Grande Grotta cave is a huge limestone
amphitheatre); its unusual pockets are a
challenge to any climber. There are more than 70
climbing routes on Kalymnos and this number
makes it one of the most popular destina-tions in
the world!
Meteora in Thessaly, Agiofarago on
Crete,
Leonidio
and
Nafplio
in
the
Peloponnese are some of the top choices for
rock-climbing that you shouldn’t miss.

Rafting
Try rafting in Greece for an experience that
will offer you an adrenaline rush in a breathtaking
natural setting. Different levels of difficulty are
available on rivers across the country for you to
choose depend-ing on your level of expertise So,
get your life jackets on, put on your helmets, take
your paddles in hand, position your boat and off
we GO!

You can try free -diving, anywhere you like
as long as you have the skill and the appropriate equipment. Yet some locations have become
meeting points for scuba-divers who share their
passion for underwater exploration and photography.

Sailing
Sailing in Greece is a very rewarding experience. Skimming the calm Greek waters, on your
own or a chartered yacht, will take you to beautiful groups of islands. You can drop your anchor
in sheltered bays of great beauty, visit secluded
beaches and swim safely in crystal-clear waters.
An insider’s tip: the best period for those who
wish to sail during winter, is the “Alkyonides” days,
the so-called “short summer”, in the middle of January. This is a good time to appreciate the beauty
of stunning seascapes and picturesque seaside
villages. During this low season, you can enjoy the
serene atmosphere of the islands, mingle with the
locals and get a glimpse of the off-season island
way of life. Feel free to create your own itinerary;
sailing is a great way to get away from it all!

For pleasure, for holiday, for a long weekend,
for business, work or just for a short trip,
Greece is the place to be!
Download Visit Greece app

and pick your next Greek holiday destination.
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